
Book Club Discussion Questions 
Romasanta: Father of Werewolves by Valerie Willis 

1. How does Romasanta change over the course of the book? 

2. What Mythology did you identify? 

3. What historical references were made? 

4. Fenrir shares Romasanta’s body with him. How did Romasanta feel when he “disappeared” and what do 

you believe happened to him? 

5. How do you feel about Artemis’ involvement in Romasanta’s life? 

6. Compare his relationships with Daphne, Lillith, and Rhea.  

a. Did each serve a purpose in his life? 

b. Could he traverse that part of his life without them? 

c. Which relationship you feel is the strongest? 

7. How did this book change your perspective from the first book, Cedric the Demonic Knight? 

8. How many times did Romasanta lose himself to being an animal? Do you feel he was justified? 

9. Nyctimus seems rather distant as a companion and friend. Why do you think he chose to be? 

10. What was the most heart wrenching moment for Romasanta in your opinion? 

11. On that note, what moment was he most blissful or content? 

12. What inner fears do you think Romasanta fought with the most? 

13. How significant was his role in guiding Cedric’s own story and choices in life? 

14. Who do you feel had the right to carry the Romulus heirloom, Boreas’ silver sword? Romasanta or 

Cedric? 

15. Why do you think the Battle Goddess Badbh likes Romasanta so much? 

16. How many recognizable werewolf mythology and superstitions could you identify? 

17. Apollo is most known for being a God in Greek Mythology. How much did you discover about him? 

18. Lykaon history and mythology has inspired many pop culture movies on werewolves. How did the 

author portray them here? Why do you think she took this perspective? 

19. How important was Romasanta’s role in gaining access to Avalon? 

20. In the scene where Romasanta returns to see Daphne, what was the significance in Lillith’s own actions?  


